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R. C. Ringwalt, '94 ConZeta Alpha Rejuvenated
THE STORY OF THE
Professor Salvemini
ALUMNI COUNCIL
Lectures On Fascismo
With Help of
ducts Course in Debating
Pan-Hellen-

Through the courtesy of the Collegian Board, and in conformity with
action taken by the Executive Committee of the Alumni Council at its
recent meeting, the Council uses
this issue of the "Collegian" to make
its' report to all of the Alumni,
whether subscribers or not, and tn
describe in somewhat general terms
its activities up to the present time.
The Council is composed of three
groups elected in separate ways, at
sevpresent 31 in number, and
eral local Associations entitled to
elect Councilors who have not as yet
done so, 3 5 is the eventual maximum.
As the Alumni all know, the Counc
was created by the General Alumni
Association at its meeting last June
by the enactment of a new article in
its Constitution, and at the same
time, five members were elected as
a working nucleus: Earl D. Babst
'93, Constant Southworth '00, Matthew F. Maury '04, Arthur L. Brown
'06, and Thomas Goddard '03. Their
first concern was to annex a resident
secretary-treasurer- ,
and Philip Hummel '2 3 took up his duties in this capacity early in September 19 2 6,
when the work of filling out the
Council proceeded until practically
complete with the following roster:
Elected by the General Alumni Association: Matthew F. Maury '04,
Earl D. Babst '93, Constant South-wort- h
'98, Arthur L. Brown '06,
Thomas Goddard '03.
Elected or Appointed locally from
Local Associations;
Akron, Leland A. Vaughn, 'Vaughn
Machinery Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Central Ohio, D. Wendell Beggs,
107 Huntington Bank Bldg., Columw-it-

h

1

bus, Ohio.
Chicago, William N Wyant '03, ICS
S. LaSalle St., Chicago. E. M. Anderson '14, 6153 S. State St., Chicago.
Cincinnati, Rufus Southworth '00,
Fountain Ave., Glendale, Ohio. Robert A. Cline '16, University Club,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Detroit, Albert Miller II '23, 921
Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit, Michigan.
The East, Carl R. Ganter '99,
Glenn & Ganter, 27 William St., N.

Collins '04, Hemphill,
Noyes & Co., 137 Wall Street, New
York. Wilbur L. Cummings '02, Sullivan & Cromwell 4 9 Wall St., New
Y.

Walter

T.

York.
Knox County, Henry B. C. Devin
'88, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Mansfield, Pierre B. McBride, 201
Gardner Bldg, Toledo.
Northern Ohio, Robert A. Weaver
'12, 2100 Keith Bldg., Cleveland, O.
William L. Thompson '15, Otis & Co.,
Cuyahoga
O.
Bldg.,
Cleveland,
Charles G. Rodgers '23, 308 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Northwestern Ohio, Fred H. Zinn
'01, 201 Gardner Bldg., Toledo. Jay
C. Lockwood '04, 201 Gardner Bldg.,
Toledo.
Ohio Valley, Ralph D. Nicholson
'17, 4558 Noble St., Bellaire, O.
(Continued

on Page Four)

Anti-Fasci-

st

Fourth
Lecture

Gives

Professor Salvemini, in a very lucid
lecture, delivered on the evening of
the 22nd of February, gave an instructive resume of Fascismo and Mussoviewpoint.
lini from the
His criticism of Italy's situation was
scathing and bitter, but certainly
He impressed his listeners
as a critic whose opinions had been
based on carefully collected facts.
Professor Salvemini declared that
in 1919 Mussolini proclaimed that Italy
should be a republic and the Senate
should be abolished. During the socialist revolution of 1920, the unorganized Fascisti aided the manufacturers in puttiug down the disturbance,
and thus gained the support of that
class. By the following year, Mussolini had lost all sense of proportion;
and although the fear of revolution
was dispelled, he decided to organize
the widely divergent bands with the
aid of the politicians. Then came a
reign of terror while these united vandals sacked towns and villages under
police protection.
The crisis came in October, 1922
with the celebrated march on Rome.
Accordir to Professor Salvemini, the
government could easily have dispersed the eight thousand Fascisti in
poorly armed and disorganized bands
if it had chosen to do so. But the
high officials in the military ranks
were in sympathy with the movement
and would do nothing to prevent the
coup d'etat. In a very clever statement, Professor Salvemini characterized the king as a prisoner with the
title of king, in the hands of Mussolini, his jailor.
From this time on the Fascisti have
had complete control in Italy; and
Mussolini has been a virtual dictator
in the fullest sense of that term. All
the illusions which have come to us
from propagandists were dispelled by
Professor Salvemini with amply sufficient facts.
Of the many offices which Signor
Mussolini holds in name or in fact,
his most efficient is the unofficial one
the advertising department.
At the end of his prepared lecture,
Professor Salvemini
answered the
questions that were raised, in his well-niginimitable style. It has been a
long time since we have listened to
such a clever, witty, and convincing
discourse as that of Professor
anti-Fasci-

extra-curriculu-

st

well-founde-

d.

h

FRATERNITIES

For some years Kenyon has felt a
need for argumentation and forensic
study.
The attempt last year to reestablish a debate society, in the field
of
activities, showed
the futility of such an enterprise while
the student body is unprepared for it.
In order to satisfy our deplorable
lack of development in this field,
Mr. R. C. Ringwalt, of Mt. Vernon, consented to offer a course in argumentation and debate. This opportunity is
a most happy one for Kenyon men.
Mr. Ringwalt attended the Kenyon
military academy for three years, and
Kenyon College one, and was graduated by Harvard College in 1S'95, and
by the Law School in 1901. He coached
the debate teams at Harvard for three
years. Then, for seven years, he taught
English and Argumentation, and coached debate at Columbia.
Then, for
three years, Mr. Ringwalt limited himself to building up a very successful
law practice in New York City. Since
then, he has retired to Mt. Vernon, and
has spent his time writing assiduously
on argumentation, debate,
and allied subjects. At the present time, Mr. Ringwalt has written
more than a dozen books which are regarded as authoritative in their several fields.
It is with a clear understanding of
our deficiency, and a full appreciation
of his qualifications, that we welcome
Mr. Ringwalt to the faculty of Kenyon.

Larwill

PLEDGE NEW MEN

Psi Upsilon William D. McCabe,
Cleveland, Ohio. James R. D. Stevenson, Chicago, Illinois.
Delta Tau Delta Riggs Montfort,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Beta Theta Pi Andrew W. Rose,
Muncie, Indiana.
Alpha Delta Phi John G. Hoyt, Kansas City.
Sigma Pi Robert Kirkwood Fell,

Jefferson Barracks, Mo. Charles Julius
Kinzel, Detroit, Mich. George Harvey
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Sibbald,
Leigh Smith, Milwaukee, Wis.

Gerald

'

j

j

Indications are to the effect that
there will be a Kenyon chapter of the
national fraternity, Phi Gamma Delta,
in the near future.
Through the efforts of the
council, fourteen men have been
chosen from all four classes, who were
last week initiated to Zeta Alpha,
which for the past four years has
been a petitioning local.
Visits to the Ohio State, Denison,
and Ohio Wesleyan chapters of Phi
Gamma Delta have been made by J. A.

The Collegian and ten other Ohio
college and university publications
were among two hundred and seventy
which were awarded certification of
merit in the 1926-2contests of the National College Press Congress, according to an announcement in the Quill,
publication of Sigma Delta Chi, pro

fessional journalistic fraternity.
The judging included all college publications of all colleges in the central
states and Canada. Newspapers, annuals, humorous magazines, literary
magazines, agricultural journals and
alumni journals were included,
College and university publications
of merit in every state and in the lead- ing provinces of Canada are selected
by the National Press Congress,
Pub-lications are judged for the purpose of
determining their general merit on
basis of opportunity.
1

CHOIRMASTER HOST

Pan-Hellen-

Wright, J. W. McClain, C. D. Marsh,
and P. T. Hummel, who have repre-- j
sented the
and Alumni
interests at Kenyon.
Return visits
are expected from neighboring chap-- ;
ters, who will meet the members of
Zeta Alpha and become acquainted
with the terms under which an active
chapter of Phi Gamma Delta may be
Pan-Helleni-

!

!

ic

installed.

c

Present arrangements

in-

TO CHOIR

Charlie Riker, organist and choirmaster supreme, broke precedence
on Monday, February 1st by dispensing with the regular choir practice in
favor of groceries and coffee at his
expense in South Leonard Parlor.
On the strength of a cup of Java or
two the hitherto silent choir broke
into song and rent the night air with
a series of selections religious and
otherwise. The evening was wholly
delightful and served as a set up for
the beginning of examinations on
the morrow.

-

sure a
season of two weeks
for four successive years and support
from the other fraternities at Kenyon.
The group has occupied the rooms of
North Hanna Hall.
The nronnsal
mot
able approval and will be a matter of
discussion at the national Phi Gamma
Delta convention next summer, when
it is hoped that the charter will be
g

pre-rushin-

.

j

!

u-it-

v.

granted.
The Zeta Alpha fraternity now includes: Edwin Sylvester Clark,
N. Y.; Ploward Charles
Kankakee, 111.; David Eugene
Stamm, Mt. Vernon;
Louis Frank
Walter Samotuw, Cleveland; Leon Andrews Mullen, Sharon, Pa.; William
Charles Baird, Akron; Philip Earhart
Guthery, Marion; James Roy Morrill,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Philip Coburn
Hamblet, Akron; Sydney Waddington,
Wat-ertow-

7

j

Fifteen Men Initiated

g

COLLEGIAN AWARDED
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

I

Council

m

brief-drawin-

ic

Com-stoc-

n,

k,

La Grange, 111.; William Bellman Cott,
Akron; Clinton Kennard Hamlink,
Cleveland; Donald Bruce
Mansfield,
Canton, and Clinton Lincoln Morrill,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
All of these men are
active in
campus life and are excellent fraternity material. Assurance that there will
be a Kenyon chapter of Phi Gamma
Delta has been indicated both by the
fraternity itself and the college

MR., EVANS RESIGNS
Assistant English Professor Leaves
Gambirr On Short Notice
On the last clay of the semester examinations it became known that
Professor George Fullerton Evans,
Mcllvaine Assistant Professor of
English, had unexpectedly handed in
his resignation, to take effect immediately. His place has been taken by
Professor Charles M. Coffin, as reported elsewhere. Professor Evans
has returned to his home in New
England, but his immediate intentions are very indefinite.
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New

Feodor Chaliapin's daughter, we
trip from Baltimore to attend,
was moved to talk on the future of the hear, is working in Saks Department
Store in New York. Elinor Glynn, who
college-breman in politics.
New York
invented "It," must never have thought
were
to
mentioned
of
those
addition
In
Association
the
31st,
On January
that any one would ever purvey her
the Bast held its Annual Dinner in present Mr. Howard T. Beidler as in "Saks Apparel" on the Avenue.
Rev.
'21,
The
Arndt,
fifty
York,
John
New
Club,
New York at the University
of Charles H. Arndt, '89, Fred J.
guests making the largest turn-ou- t
'94, Charles J. Maxwell, Allen D.
These are the styles which colKenyon men in New York for several
'19, Wilyears. The guest list is too long to be Sapp, '18, Joseph Garretson, Tilling-hast- ,
lege men themselves have made
reprinted here, but the New Yorkers liam J. Stewart, '21, Harold A.
popular by decisive preference.
W.
'16, Samuel C. Finnell, '08.
were supplemented by the presence of
Messrs. Maury, W. B. Bodine, and
In rear of American Beauty
Dr. Michael Pupin, Mr. Shoichi Ohara,
$50
$40
willy-nillShoppe. Guaranteed Satisfaction.
Clark Hammond, '03, Dr. Peirce, Mr. J. F. Arndt were
President,
Others $22.50 to $65.
Howard Beidler of Cleveland, John respectively to the offices of

Recent Alumni Dinners

a special

Charter House

d

Doo-Iittl-

Clothes
Now Ready.

e,

BARBER SHOP
H. STUMP

y

Arndt, '21' and Matthew F. Maury, '04
of Philadelphia, Mr. Philip Hummel,
'23 of Gambier, and Dr. A. D. Rockwell's son, who now sees to it that his
father ('66 a cavalry veteran of the
Civil War, who has never missed a
Kenyon dinner) reaches the dinner
each year from Flushing.
Easy conviviality and enthusiasm
lent just the right tone, and the high
spots of the evening were the addresses of Dr. Peirce on the "College
Today and Its deals," and Dr. Pupin
who in one of those poetic, dramatic,
pat, laudatory bits of the sort one
reads of and seldom hears, charmed
everyone as he did in Gambier on the
occasion of his receiving a degree at
the Mather Hall dedication last fall.
were also
Well attended speeches
made by the Hon. J. Van Vechten
Alcott, long an honorary alumnus and
interested friend of Kenyon; Mr.
Maury as President of the Alumni
Council, and Mr. Shoichi Ohara, who
as guardian in America of the Kawasaki brothers (of Tokyo) in College has
become much interested in Kenyon;
while Wilbur L. Cummings, '02, President of the Association, acted as his
own toastmaster.
An item of business was turned off
with dispatch when last year's officers
as follows: Cummings,
were
re-elect-

'02,

ed

President; Walstein Douthirt,

'88,

Carl R. Ganter, '99, Mark H. Wiseman,
'10,
and Don C.
Wheaton, '13 (56 William St., N. Y.)
Secretary and Treasurer.
The secretary had very thoughtfully
caused to be run off numerous copies of
favorite songs, which aided Walter T.
Collins, '03 in leading songs which
fairly made the discreet walnut beams
of the Club tremble.
Vice-President-

s;

Philadelphia
as
quite
Somewhat smaller and
agreeable was the dinner of the Association of Philadelphia at the University Club of that city on February 2nd.,
with Matthew Maury in the chair as
president and toastmaster, heading a
single round, intimate table.
President Peirce spoke with relight-fu- l
informality but infinite conviction
and sincerity on the aims of Kenyon
College. Mr. Howard Cooper Johnson,
a graduate Trustee of Swarthmore College gave a most interesting talk concerning small colleges, and incidentally expressed the desire that Swarthmore and Kenyon should meet in football, but added that their problem of
Is akin to ours.
small
Philip Hummel, '23, as Secretary of
the Alumni Council described its work
and aims thus far. Bishop DuMoulin,
late of Cleveland and Gambier, and
former Trustee, gave a most ingratiating talk, inviting all Kenyon men to
attend a special service in his church
at which Dr. Peirce was to be the
preacher. Bishop DuMoulin said that
it is his firm conviction that Kenyon
is the best small college in the country,
and that he had so advertised it In his
program in preparation for Dr. Peirce's
gate-receip-

Vice-Presiden-

and

t,

re-elect-

Secretary-Treasure-

to

ed

r.

iH
Washington
The annual meeting of the Washington group assumed a very informal
character this year, owing to the small
number of Kenyon men resident there.
The Hon. Albert Douglas, '72, President, asked them to a smoker at his
apartment in Stoneleigh Court, and
about a dozen guests had a most agreeable evening.
Dr. Peirce's talk, along the same
lines as at the other dinners, was carried on in very informal style, and
brought about discussion of Kenyon
affairs which lasted all evening.
During the day, Mr. Douglas and the
President called on the Hon. Matthew
Trimble, '66 at Chevy Chase, Md., and
Senator Guy D. Goff, '88, neither of
whom were free to attend the gather- ng in the evening.

Mc-Ado-

W. Hamilton,

'06,

Secretary-Treasure-

Since

'78

X

See BOB MESERVE
for

Pool Room In Rear

MOCCASIN SHOES
Just the thing
Room

8,

for the Campus

East Division, Old Kenyon
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As you read your daily pa-

per scan the radio section and
see what treasures the air has
for you.

Then allow us to demonstrate how true to tone the

Atwater
Kent
Radio

o,

and James

t;

Better Clothes

Ma

THE BARBER

small, Kenyon claims no more loyal
group than this one. As usual, the
College occupied the entire conversation, for this is the invariable habit
of Kenyon Alumni the country over.
Again Dr. Peirce talked at length,
very informally, talking of Kenyon's
present problems and the pursuit of
her ideals, all most enthusiastically
'23
had
Philip Hummel,
received.
come on from Gambier for the meet
ing, and was asked to tell of the
Alumni Council, enlisting the support
of those present in its workings.
The officers for the past year were
unanimously voted to remain, being L.
H. Burnett, '96, President; J. J.
Vice-Presiden-

It

CLIFF HORTON

Pittsburgh
The Association of Pittsburgh met
for dinner on February 9th in a small
room of the University Club. Although

'96,

JUL--

r.

The Alumni present, representing an
from such a small
excellent turn-ou- t
group, included L. H. Burnett, '96, his
son William H. 21' Clark Hammond,
'03, Dr. J. O. Wallace, '02, James Ham'96,
ilton, '06, Joseph J. McAdoo,
Stewart Goldsborough, '07, Harold K.
Downe, '12, Noble Van Voorhis, '18,
P. F. Seibold, '19, and Albert Liddell,

will bring them into your home

'03.

MANNINGS ENTERTAIN
AT BRIDGE

THOS. A. WILSON

ts

sermon.
Mr. William Tappan, '85, who made

Mrs. Duval

Also Hostess To South
Leonard
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Dr. and Mrs. Manning and Mrs. Duval entertained the inmates of South
Leonard at bridge on Saturday evening, the twenty-seconof January. The I
Faculty was ably represented by Dr.
and Mrs. Pierce, Dr. and Mrs. Cahall I
and Dr. and Mrs. Lord. Mr. and Mrs.
James Nelson of Mt. Vernon and Miss
Ann Newhall were also present at this
Delightful
occasion.
refreshments
were served following a pleasant ev- I
d

ening at the card tables.

JENKINS' GENERAL STORE

I

The Big Store In The Little Town

f

KENYON MEN
WE WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
Gambier, Ohio
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1926 FOOTBALL
SEASON REVIEWED
Unusual Consistency Is Chief

Characteristic
Professor Lacy Lockert, while at
yearly reviewed the football season and chose a mythical
This article has become
eleven.
traditional and we welcome Mr.
Lockert's opinion sent from Nashville, Tennessee, where he is now
in residence.

settling supremacy was thereby disagreeably emphasized.
In consequence of the general consistency of play, rating the teams
might be expected to be easier than
usual, but it so happens that lack of
means of comparison in some instances
greatly complicates the problem. In
the Western Conference, Northwestern
and Michigan played mutually exclusLafayette had little
ive schedules.

Page Three

California.
The former, an unbeaten
team with victories over distinguished
opponents, is customarily ranked higher, but not validly so. Every Brown
truimph was over a foe that had been
through a grueling struggle the previ-

GAMBIER POPULATION
INCREASED BY ONE

ous Saturday; Yale was caught immed-

It was on the second day of February, in this year of grace, nineteen
hundred and twenty-seven- ,
while the
entire student body was frantically
struggling with that periodic plague
known as examination week, that the
Stork chose to take advantage of the
preoccupation of his bitter enemies,
the college men, to pay Gambier a most
unexpected visit. On this, his most
recent trip to our thriving little metropolis, that august fowl was pleased
to honor the hearth of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Rigg, and the offering which
that most indiscrete of all birds laid
at the shrine of the Lares and Penates
of the House of Rigg took the form of
an infant boy.
This child, who is reported to bear a
strong resemblance to his father, for

Mr. and

Mrs. Rigg Congratulated on
Birth of a Son

iately after having played Dartmouth,
Dartmouth after her successive encounters with Yale and Harvard, and
Harvard the week following the Prince- opposition.
It would be gen- ton game. When Brown finally met
erally admitted, however, that Annap- Colgate on equal terms in her climacolis has the best claim to primacy. teric game, a tie was all she could get.
She played one of the hardest schedAny attempt at further rating lands
ules of the year, and was undefeated;
ne in chaos. The next strongest teams
land her single tie in the final game in the East appear to have been SyraThe football season of 1926 was
with West Point may reasonably be cuse and unlucky Colgate, and Princeton at her peak; and in the West Nemarked by unusual consistency rather
attributed to the injury to Caldwell,
braska and Missouri and the Haskell
than by unusual brilliancy. There were who until taken out had proved unBut how these would rank
Indians.
no great teams to match those repre- stoppable, and whose
substitute's with each other, or some of them with
senting Darthmouth and Michigan in fumble gave the soldiers a touchdown. Yale at full strength, New York Uniwell-ba- l
versity, Washington and Jefferson,
1925, nor any such star players as Annapolis was an
great
line.
Notre
with
a
team
anced
Pittsburg, Carnegie Tech, or Boston
Oberlander and Grange; indeed excelDame would be a clear first but for College, is a problem impossible of so- whom
he is named, is a blooming
lence ran to sturdy line men rather
Tech, lution. One must be content with the genius according to the reluctant conthe debacle before Carnegie
than to spectacular backs. On the which was no doubt caused as much following assignments:
fession of his fond parents. He is already able to cry fluently in French,
1
2 Notre Dame. 3
Annapolis.
other hand there were fewer upsets by the absence of Coach Rockne that
German, English and Cantonese, but
than in any season since the war, if not day as by staleness; and in any case West Point. 4 and 5 Northwestern
6 and 7
Lafayette and to the infinite chagrin and bitter dissince the introduction of the present can hardly rate lower than second, for and Michigan.
Ohio State. 8 and 9 Minnesota and appointment of his progenitors has not
rules in 1912. Of course some games in a game for which both teams were Georgetown. 10 and 11 Stanford and as yet committed himself in the dispute over the conflicting theories of
came out contrary to general predic- keyed she beat West Point, which can Alabama.
13
12 and
Brown
and
idealism and materialism.
It is betion because the relative strength of not be assigned a position lower man Southern California.
lieved,
however,
experthat
time
and
the contestants had till then been third. Fourth and fifth places go jointience will soon fill the gaps left by
PSYCHO-ANALYST
wrongly estimated, but outside the ly to Michigan and Northwestern. The
the muses.
Missouri Valley Conference there were Wolverines defeated much stronger anVISITS BEXLEY On behalf of the student body the
Collegian wishes to express its sincer-es- t
no real "upsets" among important tagonists, but the two strongest of
Shocking Character Disclosures Made
congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
bewildering
in
and
single
teams with the
these (Ohio State and Minnesota
Rigg, and the town of Gambier uncatclysmic exception of Carnegie their second meeting) by the barest
Mr. C. V. Hannun, vocational ex- animously voices
its hearty appreciaTech's victory over a great Notre good fortune, whereas all Northwest-ern'- s pert and psycho-analyof Cleveland, tion of the substantial increase in its
Dame team gone stale. There were
victories were decisively won, was a visitor at Bexley recently. He population thus engineered.
two or three other cases where the and her loss at the hands of Notre came at the invitation of one of the
stage seemed set for such a surprise, Dame was a rather better showing students, and spent February 16th Dr. Kirkbride Guest
but each time Fate intervened. The than Michigan made against Annapolis. and 17th at Gambier. His work in
Of Dr. Waterhouse
championship Annapolis eleven itself Obviously, Ohio State is but a hair's Cleveland consists of placing men in
KMnsoiof Sorhoime Meets Kenyon
had the closest call, for in the Colgate breadth below Michigan, and here too responsible commercial positions of
.Students
kinds,
a
all
close
and
he
has
made
'seems
6
against
7
Lafayette,
guess
to
for
game with the score
the best
study of .people and personalities.
schedeasy
game
their
every
an
and
of
final
minutes
them in the
who won
Dr. Raymond W. Kirkbride, head
At Bexley Hall he gave a number
opponents about to score another and ule. Perhaps stronger than either of
of personal interviews,
character of the foreign study department of
unneeded touchdown, a Colgate fumble these at the close of the season were readings and advice as to the over- the University of Delaware, and spon
run for a Minnesota and Georgetown, but they coming of objectionable habits and sor of the American students who
permitted them a field-lonthe developments of good ones. He are studying at the
Michigan, were slow starters who suffered
touchdown
and victory.
Sorbonne, Paris,
concluded
his visit with a lecture on
jaded at the end of a terriffic schedule,
defeats which damage their
was the guest of Dr. Francis Water-houssex
question.
the
found herself in an even worse pre- record as a whole.
February 24.
While here, Dr. Kirkbride was enStandicament against a Minnesota team
Stanford and Alabama follow.
Reveille Pictures
tertained at dinner by the Water-housewhich had come fast and far towards ford had much the better of their tie
at which time he met several
of
a
again
required
long
trip
season,
but
the close of the
game, but the
of the Kenyon students who are conPhotographers from the Baker templating a year
fumble and a lengthy resulting dash Alabama and the fact that Warner had
with this foreign
gallery, of Columbus, will arArt
study group.
saved "the dope."
their
personally,
whereas
scouted them
rive on the Hill on March 6 for a
Forward passing, which figured so coach had never himself observed
stay during which time they
week's
last
That
fully
this.
offsets
Mr. Evans' Place Filled
brilliantly a year ago, was not nearly Stanford,
all group pictures of frawill
take
Tournament of Roses game is another
so successful in 1926. This was proborganizations,
activities,
ternities,
State Instructor Appointed Successor
nail in the coffin of Coast football repand classes for the 1928 Reveille.
defense utation an even larger one than that
ably less due to superior
Individual pictures of the memCharles M. Coffin, formerly an inagainst it than to the fact that its two of the year before. Indeed, if Stanbers of the Junior and Senior
structor
in freshman English at Ohio
stronger
the
than
admittedly
great exponents, Darthmouth and ford,
classes will also be taken at this State University, has been appointed
ago,
year
champions
a
of
Washington
Michigan, had this season no such
time in a special studio set up on
as the successor to George Fullerton
could not with all her advantages acthe campus for this purpose. New Evans, whose resignation was acpowerful running offense to combine
weaktually defeat Alabama, obviously
pictures must be taken unless othcepted at
with it as formerly, and consequently er than then (in the line better balarrangements are made with the
er
Mr. Coffin graduated from Ohio
on
powerful,
concentrate
more
but
the opposition could
anced and slightly
editor, in order to maintain uniState with a B. A. degree in 1925,
stopping the aerial game. Notre Dame far weaker in the backfield), it would
form photography throughout the
and in 1926 received his M. A. For
book. A charge of $2.50 will be
won two big contests
with fourth appear that only the handicap of initial
the past two years, he has been teachunfamiliarity with the conditions, plus
picture.
individual
for
each
made
quarter passes, but otherwise seldom
ing freshman English in the univerthe peculiar vulnerability of the weak This will entitle a man tot three sitstruck through the air; West Point Southern ends and tackling against
tings, a print of his choice, and the sity. He has also begun work on his
doctor's degree.
passed hardly at all. More important such a man as Wilson, kept Washingprivilege of having this print apDuring the summers of recent
games than ever before were decided ton from being literally slaughtered in
pear in the year-booExtra prints
years, Mr. Coffin has been doing exbattle.
earlier
the
be
can
secured
folders
in
attractive
by success or failure with the
tensive research work In New York
The last teams to which it is posfrom the Baker Art gallery, Columafter touchdowns, and the largely sible to assign definite ranking are
city, in literature of the seventeenth
bus, for six dollars a dozen.
fortuitous nature of this method of Brown and the University of Southern
century.
Kenyon,
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from Page One)
Philadelphia, William B. Bodine
Jr. '90, 2231 Land Title Bldg., Phila(Continued

delphia.
Pittsburgh, Clark Hammond '0 3,
Keystone National Bank of Pittsburgh, Box 138, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Washington. Jay J. Dimon '98,
1827 Park Road, Washington, D. C.
Elected by the Council:
Ross Beiter '04, 711 E. 4th Street,
Canton, Ohio.
Philemon B. Stanberry '98, 222 W.
4th St., Room 75, Cincinnati, O.
Charles C. Wright '96, 1427 W. 6th
St., Cleveland.
Charles C. Bubb '99, St. Paul's
Church, Fremont, O.
President Maury of the General Association called the first meeting for
October 9th, also designated for the
dedication of Mather Hall, there having been named by the various local
Associations at that time 19 members in addition to the five chosen
by the General Association in June.
Of this total 16 responded to the call
and were present in Gambier at the
time set. At that meeting, which occupied part of two days, the Council
organized by electing Matthew F.
d
Maury '04, President, Thomas J.
and con'03,
firmed the appointment of Mr. Hummel as Secretary and Treasurer. They
elected the five members-at-larg- e
noted above, and selected an Executive Committee composed of Messrs.
Southworth,
Hammond,
Babst,
God-dar-

nt,

Brown, Goddard and Ganter. Between

sessions of the Council meeting the
Executive Committee met and organized by electing Mr. Babst Chairman,
and Mr. Hammond
the Secretary of the Council being
Secretary of this and other
standing committees.
This meeting, aside from the routine steps of organization, was devoted largely to general discussion of
plans and policies. Although it occurred on the day of the dedication
of Mather Hall, President Peirce
found time to attend for a short time,
and by his expressions of gratitude
and confidence, together with very
definite ideas concerning the Council's opportunity, brought further impetus and enthusiasm.
The Executive Committee was made
a Committee on Finance to find the
funds necessary to maintain the organization during the current year,
and the results of their efforts in
that direction will be found in the
report of the recent meeting of the
Committee.
There was every evidence that the
members of the newly created Council were taking very seriously its
responsibilities and opportunities,
and it was considered a very promising sign that the attendance at the
of the
first meeting comprised 66
then elected membership, although
some had been notified of their election only a few days in advance. It
was felt, too, that the meeting afforded an opportunity for a very
pleasant reunion of old friends,
brought together in this way with a
strong common interest.
Following the business of organization, the Secretary entered into an
Informal report on the active course
of his duties in Gambier, which have
kept him busy, especially as he holds
also the position of Assistant to the
President, and the College is entitled to half of his time. Ho had de
Vice-Chairma-

ex-offic- io

considerable time to systematizing his office, and the correcting
and completing, so far as is possible,
the list of Alumni with their addresses. There had been a good deal of
correspondence between the members of the Council and between them
and the Secretary on various subjects in which they felt a particular
interest.
The next formal action of the
Council took the form of a meeting
of the Executive Committee, which
was held in New York on January
29th and 30th. At the call of Mr.
Babst, who had been elected Chairman, the Committee met at the University Club on Saturday afternoon,
January 29th, and there were present all members except one whose
absolutely
business engagements
prevented attendance. The meeting
consumed all of Saturday afternoon
and Sunday afternoon, with considerable time devoted to discussion
Saturday night, although not in formal session. Much of what was done
was in the form of discussion and
consideraiton of general questions
and policies, but formal action was
taken on a number of specific subjects, the mention of which will convey an idea of the lines along which
the' Council is working.
Mr. Babst called the meeting to
order, and explained that prior to the
organization of the Council, which
occurred while he was traveling
abroad, he had been elected a Trustee of the College and he felt that
in view of the demands which that
would make upon his time he ought
not to attempt the chairmanship of
the Executive Committee, but was
ready to carry on as a member. The
Committee recognized the force of
what he said and regretfully accepted the resignation, accordingly electing as Chairman Clark Hammond '03,
of Pittsburgh. Mr. Babst was one of
the original Committee appointed to
consider the organization of the
Council, and the Executive Committee is counting confidently on his
continued strong interest and activity.
It was apparent that a
was needed to draft such
amendment and revision to the Alumni Association Constitution and in
particular Article Eleven covering
the Council, as may be desirable and
expedient in order to correct certain
inconsistencies now existing; Messrs.
Ganter and Cummings were named a
Constitutional Committee.
The Secretary had just visited the
office of the Alumni Council at Amherst. He reported his impressions
of that splendid body and explained in
some detail the purposes which it
pursues and the ways in which it
functions. The Amherst Council has
been established since 1914 and for
that reason and others, its situation
from ours.
differs substantially
There is, however, no doubt their
Secretary's opinions and experience
can give the Kenyon Council some
valuable guidance.
The Secretary was also called upon
to report on the work of his office in
Gambier and to give an account of
the conditions as he sees them, in relation both to undergraduate affairs
and to the administrative side of
the College. His report was full of
interest, and of course pictured a
condition of prosperity in the affairs
of the College very different from
that with which most of the Committee members were familiar in their
undergraduate days.
voted
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Next the Treasurer's report was
submitted, which far that date may
be summaried as follows:
Receipts
Special Contributions
from certain alumni $325.00
Contributions in response to circulars
434.00
(146 replies)
Advance by the

Johnston & Murphy
SHOES
$11.00 and $11.50
WALK-OVE-

R

$fi.50

SHOES
and $8.50

205.00

College

964.00

Laundry Bags and Repairing

Disbursements
$500.00
Secretary's salary
Secretary's travel144.36
ing expenses
Office supplies,
printing, running
219.01
expenses

L. H. JACOBS
Gambier, Ohio

863.37
Cash on hand 100.63
College advance

.

.

.

$205.00
100.63

DEFICIT

$104.37

HOME COOKING

There was a long general discussion on ways and means of providing

the funds necsesary to meet the expenses for the balance of the year,
and Mr. Maury was appointed a Committee of one to deal with this matter. The expectation is that the deficit inevitable for. the current year's
budget will be covered by limited
contributions ,and it is not the intention to send out another general
appeal such as the one contained in
the circular letter of November 8th
which went to all
and its follow-u- p
of the Alumni. As will be seen from
the above report, the returns from
that appeal were not as large as
could be wished, but it is hoped that
there will be further response as
time goes on. The Committee agreed
that eventually the expenses of the
Council organization, which on the
present basis are something less than
$2,000 a year, must be furnished by
payment of nominal subscriptions or
dues by a large proportion of the
membership of the General Alumni
Association.
There being a vacancy in the Council because one of the Members-at-larg- e
elected at the October meeting had declined the appointment,
the Executive Committee elected
Ralph C. Ringwalt '94, of Mount
Vrnon to that capacity. The Committee considered the question of
the time and place for the next
meeting of the Council, voted to recommend to the President of the
Council that he call a meeting to be
held on June 18th, the Saturday
preceding Commencement. It was
suggested, too, that this meeting,
like the one last October, be held at
the Mount Vernon Country Club,
commencing with a dinner, if this
proves to be compatible with the
Commencement program as finally
adopted. It is quite possible that
sometime before that date the Executive Committee will meet, perhaps this time in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Cummings and Mr. Goddard
were appointed a Committee on Publication, with power to add to its
number, the chief duty of which will
be to consider plans for an adequate
means of communication
between
the Council and the general body of
the Alumni. It is perhaps looking too
far ahead to consider now the possibility of Alumni publications such
as are maintained by the larger Colleges and Universities, but the feeling is unanimous that a proper offi- -

Gambier's Better
Eating House
VERNON'S

THE PEOPLE'S
BANK
Gambier, Ohio

extend every
courtesy consistent with GOOD
BANKING, and to give all our
such
customers
LIBERAL
TREATMENT that they will continue to do business with us.
OUR

AIM

Interest

is

to

Paid on Time Deposits

cial organ in one form or another
is imperative. The action of the Collegian board in offering the columns
of the present issue for the publication of this outline of Council activities to date provides a means for
the immediate purpose, and this time
the sheet is going to every name on
the Alumni list.
The meetings of the Executive
Committee included luncheon at the
University Club when the Committee first came together on Saturday, and in the evening the members
adjourned to dine informally and
exceedingly well with Mr. Ganter.
Most of the members were also present on Monday, January 31st, at the annual dinner of the Kenyon Alumni
Association of the East, so that It
was a week-en- d
very full of Kenyon
affairs.
.

THE KENYON

BASKETBALL TEAM
SHOWS STRENGTH
Five

Place

er

teams were
at half-timwith IS points apiece. However, in
the second half the Kenyon
team
seemed to take new life and increased
its score to fifty one points, while the
Heidelberg team was only able to
score forty four points.
Muir was high scorer with six field
goals and one less foul goals, for a
total of seventeen points.
The following week-end- ,
the team
broke even on a two-datrip, winning
from Baldwin-Wallacon Friday night
by a
score and losing the next
night to Akron by a score of 37 to 18.
A large crowd of alumni and undergraduates witnessed this last game in
Akron and watched the Purple play as
poor a game as they have played for
many a season.
On Wednesday, February 23rd, the
team brought their season at home to
a successful close by defeating Ohio
Every man on the
Northern
squad got into this scoring spree and
just as many figured in the scoring.
But four games are left on the 1927
basketball schedule, and all of them
are away from home.
Before these
games, Kenyon stands in undisputed
fourth place with a conference record
of six victories and three losses.
A record of the season to date is
given below for alumni who have not
had an opportunity to follow each
dead-locke-

e

d

y

e

54-4- 2

55-3-

4.

game.
BASKETBALL, RECORD TO DATE
Dec. 12, 1926 Kenyon 42 Ohio Crane
Co. 38.

Dec. 16, 1926

Jan.

4, 1927

Kenyon 72 Ashland 26.
Kenyon 33 Marion Steam

Shovel Co. 26.

on
Long Lak e, Bndgton, Maine

Since the defeat at the hands of Mt.
Union, which was but the second loss
of the season for the Kenyon basketball team and which was sustained
over a month ago, the Purple has come
back in a strong fashion and has
scored four victories in five games.
The week after the Mt. Union affair,
Dayton was disposed of at Dayton by
a score of 39 to 27. Putnam, the
flashy guard recruited from the Sopho
more ranks this year, was high scorer
of the game with five field goals and
two free throws to his credit.
A heavy scoring battle with Heidelberg was waged in Rosse Hall during
vacation. The alumni
who had returned to the Hill for the
initiation ceremonies of their respective fraternities witnessed the game.
The game itself was a listless exhibition in which both good and bad brands
of basketball were displayed.
The
mid-semest-

CAMPSOKOKIS

Conference Fourth

in

12TII SEASON
It is inspiring to boys to be associated
with College Men of high ideals. In the accompanying cut are representatives of Kenyon, Princeton, Columbia, N. Y. University,

Rutgers, Stevens Institute,
Pratt Institute.

Syracuse and

5,

Normal

--

Send for illustrated 'booklet.
LEWIS CALEB "WILLIAMS
171 "W. 12 St. New York City.

February

23

Kenyon

-

L'.

55, Ohio North-

GEO. F. OWENS

ern 34.
GAMES TO PLAY
February 28 Muskingum at New Concord.
March 1 Marietta at Marietta.
March 3 Wooster at Wooster.
March 5 Otterbein at Westerville.

Jeweler and Optometrist
Corona Typewriters

South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

117

and Supplies
!

iii

'l'! l'
t
ii i
We Cordially Invite You To Inspect Our Exten-

WHEN KENYON
WAS A PUP

'!

sive Line Of Original And Artistic Novelties.
BOOK ENDS

Choice morsels from the By Laws of
;1

1831:

CANDLE STICKS

ART OBJECTS

ASH TRAYS
"Every student shall conform to the
NOVELTIES
2
College Uniform."
"Every student is required to abstain
from all ordinary pursuits and recrea- tions, and from playing on instruments
of music (except when taking part in "'
religious worship) on the Lord's Day: f
and whilst not engaged in public re- ligious duties, to keep as much as pos- sible to his room without visiting or
receiving company."
"If any Student shall be guilty of
or duelling . . etc."
"No Student shall play at cards or
The
Shop
10 South Main Street
have in his room implements used in
Mount Vernon. Ohio
an
of
games of chance or have book
'') East Gambier Street
.Mrs. Francis W.' Blake,
irreligious, immoral, or indecent
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Hostess
"No Student shall use profane or
obscene language, or be guilty of
drunkenness."
nor may he keep fire arms or
gunpowder in his room."
"No Student may leave the College
Domain without permission of the
proper Officer."
"No Student shall familiarly
with vile, idle or dissolute persons,
or admit such to his room."
"No Student shall throw water, or
any thing whatever from a College
window."
13 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
"All assembling on the steps and
about the doors of the College for talk
ing or other purposes is forbidden."
"All cutting of wood, pounding, scufor what
fling, boisterous talking
j
ever would be improper in a private
dwelling is forbidden."
"Tuition $30.00 per year. Room rent
and incidentals $15."
8 South Main Street
THE "OLD TIME RELIGION" as
STATIONERY
FOUNTAIN
PENS
TOILET ARTICLES
1857-5practiced when the catalogue for
iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiifii!ininininiiiii!iiiiiiii;ii:ii:iii
went to press:
iini!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinininin
"Absence from Church, or leaving
Church without an excuse, will incur 2
1
marks of demerit, Tardy at Church,
and absence from Daily Prayers will In- j
cur 1 mark, and Misconduct in Church
1 to 5 marks.
REPAIRING I
PRESSING
CLEANING
"Absence from Recitation, or failure
l1li1ililli)ill!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!IMI1IIN
to prepare a lesson, without excuse,
will incur 1 mark, and misconduct 1
iinitiitiiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininininini
ninini!!li!ii!i!iiiiii!ininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii
i

THE BOOK and ART SHOP

The Kokosing

....

Gift Shop

.

Up-To-Thc-Min-

The Kokosing
Lunch Shop

ute

"...

AMERICAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Shoes Shined and Dyed

...

Page and Shaw Candies.
Kodaks
ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

8

1927 Kenyon 35 Kent State
29.
Jan. 8, 1927 Kenyon 46 Marietta 27.
Jan. 12, 1927 Kenyon 45 Otterbein 26.
Jan. 15, 1927 Kenyon 68 Kent State
Normal 12.
Jan. 19, 1927 Kenyon 26 Muskingum
42.
Jan. 21, 1927 Kenyon 37 Mt. Union 41. to 5.
"Any Student found absent from his
January 29, Kenyon 39 Dayton 27.
February 12 Kenyon 51, Heidelberg room, or creating disturbance, in study
hours, will incur 1 to 5 marks."
44.
February 18 Kenyon 54, Baldwin-Wallac- e
It seems that a grand total of twenty- four of these marks automatically
42.
threw one out of College.
February 19 Kenyon 18, Akron 37.

Jan.
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James Chapman Broder

Russell Kenneth Zalmiscr
Three of our intimate friends
within a period of two
short weeks, passed to the Beyond. Here, where each is bound
to each by friendships which
have,

only a small college may know,
the full realization o our bereavement is keenly felt.
Three men, full of vitality, full
of promise, cultured, high charactered, have left us. We were influenced by their personalities
while they were among us, and
now that they are gone we can
but ponder on the object of their
deaths, and receive from them a
fuller realization of our own
to the inspiration
of a keener sense of personal obligation.
But to the relatives of these
our friends we extend the sincer-es- t
of sympathies, knowing that
even in our closeness to our
schoolmates we can but share a
small portion of the great sadness which has come to them.
Perhaps they may see "the stars
shine through the cypress trees."
self-consciousne-

ss

examThe smoke of the mid-yeinations has cleared and "students"
again settle down to enjoy "the four
best years" of their lives without
the fear of imminent fives to harass
them. It is with regret that we find
that an infringement of the Honor
Rules necessitated the expulsion of
:a Freshman. Here lies the Honor
.System's weakest point. It seems
that Freshmen, coming from the
High Schools where gyping in examinations is part of a game to fool the
ever watchful eye of the examining
professor, are unable to become acclimated to the new system which
we have at Kenyon. It is regrettable
that expulsions are necessary to impress on the new men the sincerity
of the Honor System, but we feel
that five months are ample time for
them to forget their high school
habits.
ar

The alumni support which is
ing given to the "Collegian" is highly appreciated by its Board of Editors and Business Department. The
Alumni Council, realizing the value
is atof the college publication,
tempting to include every graduate
of Kenyon on its list of subscribers
to combine in it a chronicle of
student and alumni news. We trust
that this cooperation will bring material results and that the paper will
assume an Importance of the first
rank in the activities of the college
be-

Ijewis E. Addison

Russell Kenneth Zalntiser was born in Cleveland on the seventh of July, 1903. He attended
school in Cleveland and graduated one of the first in his class, entering Western Reserve in the Fall of
1923. While there he was initiated into the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity. Leaving Reserve, he entered
Kenyon in 1924, and became active on the Baseball team and in the Puff and Powder Club. Acute appendicitis developed into peritonitis and he died in the Mercy Hospital in Mt. Vernon on the sixth of
February, 1927. His funeral was held in the Trinity Cathedral in Cleveland and he was buried in the
Greenville, Pennsylvania cemetery on February the tenth.
James Chapman Biotler was born in Bradford. Pennsylvania on the seventeenth of April, 1904.
Later he moved to Billings, Montana from whence he went to Staunton Military Academy at Staunton, Virginia. He entered Kenyon in the Fall of 1921 and was initiated into Delta Kappa Epsilon.
While in college he was a member of all social and literary societies besides being prominent in the
of the Senior Class. On graduation he went to Detroit where
Puff and Powder Club, and
he worked at various positions with the ultimate idea of devoting his life to journalism. While there
he developed cancer and went to California to try to effect a cure. Shortly after his arrival he became
very sick and died on February the second, 1927. His body was taken to Billings where the funeral
was held.
Iewis E. Addison was born on February 11th, 19uS in Grand Haven, Michigan. He attended the
High School in Grand Haven and was graduated in the Spring of 192G. Ever foremost in school activ-- r
of the Annual publication. In his Senior year he
ities he was President of the Junior class and Edit
attained the highest scholarship average and was aw arded a silver cup for general superiority in all
branches of activity. He entered Kenyon this Fall a nd was pledged to the Psi Upsilon Fraternity. The
appointment as Secretary of Nu Pi Kappa gave him the highest Freshman honor. A broken ankle con-telon February 3rd, he was sent to the Mercy
fined him to his bed where he became ill. Immedia
Hospital in Mt. Vernon where he gradually dvelo ped pleurisy and peritonitis and died on the 12th of
February, 1927. Realizing that his death was near his one great longing was satisfied, for on his
birthday the night before his death, he was initiat d in his bed into Psi Upsilon. A short service for
his Fraternity brothers and professors was condu (ted by Canon Watson and Dr. Peirce in a Funeral
Home in Mt. Vernon from whence his body, accomp nied by his family, was taken to Grand Haven.
Vice-Preside-

nt

y.

MATHER HALL
It is interesting to learn from the
Science Departments that Mather Hall
is being further recognized as an outstanding laboratory building, as evidenced by the fact that a number of
committees from institutions actively
interested in building have already
made visits to Gambler for the purpose of inspecting Mather thoroughly.
The genuine commendation
on these occasions by the many in
dividuals who have been taken through,
increases the immense satisfaction
daily experienced by students and
Science faculty alike in their work
Approximately 60
of the students
are enrolled in various courses, a re
latively large proportion for undergraduate work.

DINNER IN HONOR OF
EARL D. BABST, '93
Earl D. Babst, '93 (Trustee and memof
ber Executive Committee
the
Alumni Council) chairman of the board
of the American Sugar Refining Company, who recently returned to New
York after a trip to Europe which developed into a tour around the world
to observe sugar-crocountries, was
the guest of honor recently at a dinner
p

in New York at the Union League
Club given by Wilfred W. Fry, senior
I.artner of N. W. Aver & Son, potent
advertising agency of New York, Philadelphia, etc.
Included in the list of forty odd distinguished business men and publicists
were Alfred B. Marling, of Horace S.
Ely & Co., New York; James C. Colgate, of J. B. Colgate & Co., New York;
R. D. Leonard, vicepresident, Atlantic
Refining Co., Philadelphia; W. E.
Hosac,
Rolls Royce of
America, Inc., New York; Arthur Brisbane, New York Americau; Walter P.
Chrysler,
president, Chrysler Motor
Car Co., New York; William P. Gest,
vice-presiden-

t,

president,
Trust
Co., Philadelphia; William
A. Law,
president, Penn Mututal Life Insurance
Co., Philadelphia; Livingston E. Jones,
president First National Bank, Philadelphia; Edward E. Schumaker, president, Victor Talking Machine
Co.,
Camden, and Walter J. Staats, its vice
president; W. E. Gifford, president,
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., New York; Albert L. Scott, president, Lockwood, Green & Co., Boston;
P. D. Saylor, president, Canada Dry
Ginger Ale, Inc., New York; A. Victor
Barnes, vice president, American Book
Co., New York; Fletcher S. Brockman,
Secretary for Asia, National Council,
Fidelity-Philadelphi-

a

Shaw, publisher System Magazine, Chicago; W. J. Knapp, president, National Carbon Co., Inc., New York; B. C.
Forbes, editor Forbes Magazine; and
Walter A. Strong, publisher, Chicago
Daily News.

FORMER OHIO
GOVERNOR DIES
Received L. L.

D.

From Kenyon in 1909

One of Ohio's best political figures
died on February 22nd. Judson Harmon, affectionately known as "Uncle
Judd," was Governor of this State from
1909 to 1913 and had previously served

as Attorney General under President
Grover Cleveland.
He was also well
known as a corporation lawyer and

business executive.

He was born in 1846 at Newton,
Ohio and attended both Dennison and
Cincinnati Universities. He was a lecturing professor in the Law School of
the last named institution for many
years. Kenyon claims him as an honorary alumnus because of an L. L. D.
conferred in 1909.
He was several times considered as
a Presidential candidate and it Is noteworthy that he defeated Warren G.
Harding for Governor in 1910. One
of his dearest friends and proteges,
Y. M. C. A., New York; Louis M. Wiley,
James M. Cox, characterized him as
Bus. Mgr., New York Times; A. W. "a rugged
oak in a forest of humanity."
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Of INTEREST TO ALUMNI
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 10, 1927
Editor Kenyon Collegian,
Gambier, Ohio.
Dear Sir:

v."

3

loyal sons of Kenyon gathered for dinner, Thursday, February
10th, in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The following were present:
Robert Adams ex '26, Harvard
Business School 1.
James Boyd, '24, M. I. T., Research
Laboratory of Applied Chemistry.
Henry Crawford, '24, Harvard Law
Nine

School
Ted
School
Don
School

5

"

f

.'

3.

Diller,

'25,

Harvard

Law

Gassman,

'26,

Harvard

Law

C.
2.
1.

Robert

Hubbell ex

'28,

Harvard

College.

Robert Snyder ex '26, Harvard
College.
Rev. Malcolm Ward, '22, Bexley
25, Post Graduate in Theology.
Wm. P. Wiseman, '22, Harvard
Law School 3.
At the business meeting which
followed the dinner, Robert Adams
was elected president of the Cambridge Association, and Theodore
Diller was elected secretary by affirmance.
Motion was made that Phil Hum-melAlumni Secretary, be notified
that the Cambridge Association is
solidly behind him, but owing to
the failure of the ice crop the association is at present insolvent and
unable to meet its obligations.
It is earnestly hoped by the association that "Fat" will see fit to
include this worthy group in his
next tour of the alumni organizations.
Announcement is made of the annual Kenyc.n Brawl to be held at the
Copley-Plaz- a
in Boston, the time as
yet tentative. All good Kenyon men
are invited.
Correspondence should be addressed to the undersigned.
T. C. Diller, Secy.
7 Mellen Street,
Cambridge, Mass.
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His

l,

Seaton (Pete) Wasser of the class
of '23 is reported to be a shining light
G.

in the new game of

golf-archer-

is sweeping the country.

y

THOMAS

4'

ALVA

EDISON

unconquerable, his passion for
work irresistible, his accomplishment not surpassed in the annals of invention, Thomas
Alva Edison has achieved far more than mankind can ever appreciate. February eleventh is
the eightieth anniversary of his birth.
FAITH

Wherever electricity is used in homes, in business, in industry there are hearts that are consciously grateful, that humbly pay him homage,
6

GENERAL ELECTRIC

which
A member of

black arrows being plainly followed if flights of dubious stairs, or by entrust- gan, has been announced. Both are
ing one's life to the careenings of an residents of Glendale, O., a Cincinsnow
is on the ground.
he recently played on the Mayfield
ante-CivWar model hydraulic ele- nati suburb. Miss Rogan is a niece
team against an Akron group In the
vator.
of Colonel William Cooper Procter.
first team contest on record.
John Falkner Arndt '21 & ComTo prove its point, the Arndt anHis recent best score of 64 is con- pany, Advertising Council, of Philadel- nouncement pictures an impressive
job.
modern
Kenyon's senior alumnus recently
ceded to be the World's Record so far phia, have sent us very swank anwas the guest of honor at a testinouncements noting their removal to
as officially recorded.
Two Kenyon and Bexley graduates
The game is beginning to attract the Lewis Building, 15th and Chestnut were elected by the recent Cincin- monial dinner attended by all leadmany fans and wide popularity, as it St. This data is reprinted for the spe- nati Convention of the Diocese of ing citizens of Cincinnati. He is
the year cial delectation of Kenyon Alumni, Southern Ohio to membership in the James Norris Gamble, '54, who with
can be played
Cathedral Chapter. They are the all his years is an active business
around. The greens of an ordinary who, trying to call on Johnny, the head
Rev. Albert N. Slayton, '9 6, and the
targets,
man, an ardent church worker and
and of the firm and Dave, ex '24, his ag- Rev. Philip Porter, '12.
golf course are fitted with
complained
as
a revered leader in civic affairs of
same
have
in gressive brother,
that
the procedure is much the
;golf, ,except .that shots jre made with they were only to be discovered with
The engagement of William Z. the Queen City. He was born in Au.the historic bow and arrow, red or great difficulty either by climbing four Burchenal, '2 5, to Miss Mary Ro- - gust, 1836.

the Mayfield Club group in Cleveland,

il

sky-scrap-

out-of-doo-

rs

er
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Fraternities Hold
Initiations
Mid-Wint-

er

Large Delegations Taken Into

COLLEGIAN

Beta Theta Pi
Arthur Felix Davies
Richard Boardman Decker
Robert Edwin Kenyon, Jr.
Kenneth Cole Park
George Warren Price
Ralph Kinsey Updegraff, Jr.
Dayton Burdette Wright

The Minute
"Ifs Style"

initiations
The annual
Delia Kappa Kpsilon
were held this year on Saturday, the
Charles Andrew Bohnengel
twelfth of February. Prior to that
Harold Walter Coffin
bedate many of the various alumni
Lucius Lyman
Alfred
gan to return to the Hill, until by
Frank Charles Manak, Jr.
Saturday there was a large numRalph Bretz Seitz
who
Philip Waldo Smith
ber of visitors in Gambier
Stephen Stubig
James
of
scene
to
the
haunt
had returned
Clarence Abraham Traphagen
readivers
for
misdeeds
former
their
Williams
Robert
sons many returning to attend the
P.si Upsilon
initiation ceremonies of their resLewis Addison
pective fraternities.
Carleton Ewen Cameron
Very few aspirants failed to pass
Robert Mathew Greer, Jr.
the requisite number of hours to be
Morris Kent Hughes
consequence,
there
initiated and, in
Edward Wisnall Mauk
was cause for much rejoicing on the
Robert McDermith Nevin
night when the pledges ceased to be
Robert Dale Ransom
neophytes and became unbearable.
Philip Norman Russell
The college was genuinely glad to
Paul Herbert Welsh
delegalargest
welcome back the
Initiated in hospital on Friday,
tion of the older alumni that has February 11th.
presented itself for some time.
Delta Tau Delta
There follows a list of the names
Philip Monroe Brown
of those men who were initiated inRobert Brewerton Douglas
to the various fraternities at this
George Russell Hargate
time:
James Milton Irvine
Alpha Delta Phi
Mark McEIroy
Myron Vinton Robinson
John Franklin Correll
Raymond Wells Simmons
Carrial Donk Gordon
Chester Lantz Williams
George Donald Fisher
Carl Herman Wilhelms
Charles Packard Hill
Sigma Pi
Gordon Elliott Hulman
Wesley
Biggs
John
Wendell Lewellyn Jenkins
Kenneth Edwin Bennet
Pochat
Richard
George Vernon Higgins
William Humphrey Stackhouse, Jr.
Joseph Alexander Ralston
mid-wint-

er

Fitz-Gerr-

Ifs Here

el

RETURNING

Braeturn
THROUGH
ana
art Scbaffner &
Marx we re not only able to
give you style correct to tbe

smallest detail tut we re
able to give it to you at tbe
time it s being worn by tbe
men wbo set tbe style pace.

ALUMNI

Alpha Delta Phi
C. C. Wright '96, C. R. Ganter '99,
H. B. Wright '02, M. Maury '04, P.
Bailey '15, F. Devin '19, K. M. Harper '20, J. P. Wolverton '23, F. M.
Votaw '24, W. R. Durmont '26, J. F.
Furniss '26, J. C. Martin '27.

Tht Clyde

Nuf5i-BUS-

Ankle-Fashione-

ll

d

apThe "tailored-to-fit- "
pearance of Nunn-Buf- h
oxford lasts as long as they
are worn. That is because
they're
to
fit snug around the ankles
ankle-fashion- ed

An assortment of the new
styles has just arrived the
finest this store ever had.
You'll like them.

FISH, LYBARGER & CO.
Footwear Hosiery
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Nurm-Bus-

h

Smart

Morton '12, C. A. Carr '14,
Smith '16, S. Graves '24, W. H.
Blocker '25, A. R. Jones '26, W. P.
Rice '26, J. M. Harter '27, R. B. Lyman '27, J. G. Mapes '28, W. C. Russell, Samuel Kuratin.
Psi Upsilon
R. C. Ringwalt '94, Willard Armstrong '97, Andy Anderson '14, Walter Curtis '01, Walt Collins '03,
Bourke Corcoran, Chicago '15, Chas.
K. Brain '22, Tom Sheldon '09, Jack
Chester '19, Lee Vaughn '04, Carl
Weiant '05, James Todd '18, Bill
Eichelberger '24, Bill Cornelius '24,
E. B. Pierce, Yale '13, Phil Hummel

StyMOodioIirG&gMa
T-U-

Beta Theta Pi
Grove D. Curtis 'SO, A. C. Whitaker
'88, Warren E. Russell '85, James A.
Nelson '89, Walter H. Brown '06, Arthur L. Brown '06, Raymond D. Cahall
'08, H. K. Davies 'OS, Malcolm H. Baker '09, Leroy W. Pilcher '17, James W.
Beach '19, Marion Douglas '17, John W.
Anger '21, Arthur F. Billow 22, Joe W.
Mell 25, Wendell C. Love '26, Paul R.
Maxwell '22, Charles J. Stuart ex '27,
and E. Cutler Dawes ex '28.
Delta Kappa Epsilon

J.

"Tailored-to-fit- "

in

onri

At

ftfdar

WORLEYS'
in

Mt. Vernon

A.

D. R.

'23, Don Carey '25.

Northern and Southern
Divisions of Delta Tau
Delta Hold Conference
Kenyon

Chapter Wins Northern
Scholarship Award

The Kenyon chapter of the Delta
Tau Delta Fraternity stands highest
in scholarship of all the chapters in
the Northern Division. John Carroll
the Joe Wood, delegates from Kenyon at the recent two-da- y
conference

of the Northern and Southern DivisDelta Tau Delta
ions of the Fraternity held at LexP. W. McBride '18, J. Brown '24,
ington, Ky., returned with a magnifiL.
G.
J.
Wood '24,
B. Shaffer '27.
cent silver plaque, awarded in recognition of this achievement. ConSigma PI
R. D. Nicholson, G. B. Peterson, gratulations to the Kenyon ChapR. M. Pears, K. M. Ralston, E. L. ter, and may they maintain this high

Garrett.

standard.

LOREY'S

DRUG STORE
115 South Main

Street

Mount Vernon,

Ohio

DRUGS

TOILET ARTICLES

CIGARS

TOBACCOS

CIGARETTES

THE KEN YON
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P. B. (Weary) McBride '18 of Toledo, has recently been appointed

Here's Marathon
Hat Leadership

Manager and
of the
new Louisville Products Co., Louisville, Ky., which will be put into operation about March 15th.
Vice-Preside-

Nine

nt

Now it has been decided in Louisiana
that, while in school, man descended
from Adam, but when he goes to college he is descended from the ape.
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H. L. WAGNER

i

TAILOR
Corner Main and Gambier, Upstairs

Smart lines, balance and
proportion; stylish, excellent quality thruout; snap
brim.
gium,

In Cloud Blue, BelMint and Blue Bird.
Extra good value at

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Alteration and Remodeling of
Men's Clothes

'
I

Your Hatter"

t
:

announced. The treat of hearing
this choir is a rare one and the small
price of admission is quite worth
the enjoyment that will be derived
The Russian Symphonic Choir will by all who
attend. Reserve seats may
be at Rosse Hall on March 21st, as be had from Dr. Cahall.

Paris London- - Rome Venice?
To the Italian Hill Towns or Lakes?
Down the Rhine? To Switzerland?
To Scandinavia? To Holland?
Motoring in England and Scotland?

sweeping program designed to
the Protestant character of
the Episcopal Church has been adopted unanimously by the National Church
League of the Province of Washington,
according to a dispatch from PhilaA

to provide lor the accurals

preserve

delphia.

of
Alexander G. Cummings,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
declared'
the
Catholic Party which has long been
organizing
within the Episcopal
Church has exercisqd a significant
political part in the election of bishops
and now is planning a campaign to
control the next General Convention
two years hence.
Bishop Harris' program recommends
an organization to cover the whole
American church with a sister organ
ization in England, with a series of
"very definite steps to preserve Apostolic simplicity and ideals, and build
to an ideal vital, aggressive, and modern in feeling and scholarship, having
an independent American flavor and
eliminating the controversial temper.

MARK HANNA
fW. C. Col will)

Qates Tours
visits all these places
Moderate in cost. Operated by a
company of established reputation
(Founded 18S2)
Gates Student Tours are ideal for
younjt people who want to travel
agreeably yet very economically.
For booklets & rates ($48S to $1265)
write

HARRIS, '96, FIGURES
ASSISTANT CHAPEL
IN IMPORTANT EPIS
MONITOR NAMED
COPAL MOVEMENT
Choir Gets Less Cuts

Mich.
Dr.

Co.

EUROPE
Where do you vant to go?

Group From the Russian
Symphonic Choir

This action, the first of its kind by
an organization of the church, involves
a program, the climax of two years of
discussion and a debate, based on fourteen points for conducting a widespread campaign against the ritualistic
and sacerdotal element in the Protestant Episcopal Church, which it is
claimed border too closely on Romanist forms and ceremonies, both in this
country and in England. It was drawn
up and presented by Bishop Robert L.
Harris of the Diocese of Marquette,

"Let Us Be

ASS?

.

$3.98

re

PHONE 145

GATES

JACK AND FRED

R. J. KUTLER

GARAGE

Fifth Ave.,N.Y.

TOURS-22- 5

cording of Chapel attendance, Eugene Stamm has been selected to cooperate with Edward McQuown in
the duties of monitor. Mr. Stamm
will take the attendance of the juniors, seniors and choir.
A new rule was made recently that
the choir will be allowed the same
number of cuts as the regular undergraduate body, thirty-fivinstead
of the former forty-fouThe old provision remains that attendance at the
two rehearsals and the Sunday service entitles the choir man to three
extra daily cuts for the ensuing week.

Taxi Service and Dravage

ROAD SERVICE
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Noon Luncheon
11 a. m. to 2 p. m.

e,

C andviand

r.

,

Dinner
5

flunk-out-

1925- - 26

11

1926- - 27

6

Upperclassmen
mester 1925-26

1926-2-

New
1926
1927

7
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First semester

s

EVEN IF YOU DON'T EAT

S

At The Commons,

-

1

out of 106.
out of 107.
flunk-out- s

8

"'"'"''''''''""MIMIIIIII

Comparisons From the
Registrar's Office
Freshmen

p. m. to

COME IN AND SEE US
First

se-

3.

CIGARETTES

6.

For Your
STATIONERY

1

TOILET GOODS

THE KENYON COMMONS SHOP

entrants to college, February
8.

I
)

6.

Stanley W. Allen, '09, of Glendale,
0., has been elected president of the
Kemper-Thoma- s
Company of Cin
cinnati, one of the nation's leading
manufacturers of advertising calen- dars and similar novelties.

O. A.

PORE

AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL
First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed On, Socks Darned
and Everything Mended At No Additional Charge.
I
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Mr. Carl Rollins Lectures
On "Art In Printing'

KENYON COLLEGIAN

Ascension Hall, Kenyon College

MR. CARL ROLLINS LECTURES
ON "ART IN PRINTING"

mmmmmxwmmmjw& mm:

The science of printing is now in the
midst of a great revival, according to
Mr. Carl Rollins of the Yale University
Press. Since 1896 when Morris started
the movement, there has been an ever
increasing attempt on the part of the
printers to restore to their art some
of the beauty which has been lost. This
loss has been attributed to the great
mass production of printed matter.
Mr. Rollins, during his lecture on
March 1st., traced the art of printing
from its very beginning. Before the era
of the printing press, books were written by hand by master craftsmen. Not
only was the workmanship excellent,
but the illustrations also were marvelous examples of the penman's skill. By
the fifteenth century, the shape of the
letters and the form of the page were
highly developed, and closely resembled the best modern style.
It was therefore necessary to make
the early printed editions equally artistic in order to rival the hand-madworks. This accounts for the beauty of
books. Unfor-tuatelthe first machine-madmuch of the superb artistry
and virility has been gradually replaced by a uniform drabness. This
change Mr. Rollins pointed out by
of illustrative
means of lantern-slidebooks and styles of printing. The decadence was especially noticeable in
the French printing of the nineteenth

'.'i-yr-.--
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ASCENSION HALL, the beautiful jnd historic
administration and classroom building of Kenyon College, is to be completely renovated at last,
according to word just received from Gambier, Ohio,
seat of the Episcopal college. The work will begin
at once in the north wing of the building which the
Science Departments vacated last fall when the
Mather Hall of Science was opened and dedicated.
A special fund has been partially raised for the

s

century.
The notable

examples

of the most

modern fine books showed the tendency to return to the early standards
of excellence in printing. They are indeed worthy rivals for those master-

spent.
purpose, and about $75,000 will
This building, since the time of its election in
1859 the prime favorite of the entire group on the
campus, has been pronounced by visiting architects
one of the noblest and purest examples of Tudor
architecture that any American college possesses,
and it keeps company with the Elizabethan BEXLEY
HALL, built 1839, and Gothic OLD KENYON, built
1827, of which similar opinion has often been extan sandstone parpressed. Its walls of
tially obscured by English Ivy, its turreted gables,
r,
seen from stretchjs of green
and central
lawn, strongly remind one of the peaceful manor
houses found everywhere in England.
President William F. Peirce said, in speaking of
n
years
the renovation program, "For
Ascension Hall has served practically every need
of the college. Every living Alumnus has received
all of his instructi',n within its walls. It has seen
the college cleaved asunder by the issues of the
Civil War, when school mates broke up to enlist on
their respective sides, and it saw men leave by the

pieces in type, form, and both illustrative and decorative matter.
To obtain these results, the craftsmen have selected the best type from
of the past. The esthe
hand-printin- g

soft-tone- d

sential considerations are that it shall
be legible, and shall make a good contrast on the page. In all good printing,
there is a definite impression made
silin the paper to secure a clear-cu- t
houette.
It was interesting to note from Mr.
Rollins' statement that the best results are obtained from slightly dampened

hand-mad-

paper. The

e

machine-mad-

product can not equal the
made sheet.

moat-towe-

sixty-seve-

e

hand-

THE COMPLETE REVOLUTION IN TEACHING
AT ANTIOCH COLLEGE
THE COMPLETE REVOLUTION
TEACHIN

G

IN

AT ANTIOCH COLLEGE

By New Student Service
The new "self directed study plan" of
Antioch College (Ohio) has been characterized as the "most daring attempt
of an American college in the last ten
years" to put its students on their own.
The plan has not yet been developed
in detail, but the main features have
been outlined in The Antiochian.
At the center of the plan is the idea
of abolishing all mass methods and
permitting every student to do independent work to his own capacity, at
his own speed, with his own resources
the teacher acting as helper and adviser in the pinches.
The semester's work in every subject will be carefully outlined and every student allowed to master It in his
own way. The only requirement will

j

be that he pass the periodic examinations and cover the work. Lecture
rooms will be turned Into study rooms.
The semester's work in every subject will be carefully outlined and every student allowed to master it in his
own way. He will be required only to
cover the work and pass the examinations; not to attend lectures or go
through rituals. Lecture rooms will be
turned into study rooms where instructors and student assistants will
be ready to help on particular problems. No student is to apply for aid
till he has done all he can for himself.
Frequent individual conferences with
instructors and group discussions will
take the place of classes; but lectures
will supplement the other work if it is
round they are needed.
Both to help with the extra teaching
work required by the plan, and to
learn by teaching, every student in the
upper classes will devote five hours a
week to work in his field as assistant
or labinstructor, tutor, paper-grade- r

oratory helper.

The plan as a whole will apply to

the two upper classes, but teachers of
freshmen and sophomores will be free
to experiment with features of it.

score to go into the World War. Its thick, buttressed walls and roof will endure through an
equally long period of service, and perhaps much
longer, but the hopelessly antiquated interior is a
serious deterrent to the efficiency of the college, and
everything must go except the two beautiful
debate or lecture halls, dear to the heart
of everyone connected with Kenyon since 1859."
When Ascension Hall is entirely reopened to the
students in September of 1927, it will contain, besides extensive administration offices, eleven classrooms, fourteen professor's offices or consultation
rooms, two lecture halls, and large storage and
A new entrance at the rear, which is
workrooms.
one story lower than the front, will provide accesa need not found presssibility from automobiles
ing in 1859. Now many professors and students
alike drive their cars, and must get from one place
to another speedily if a schedule is to be lived up to
Trustees on the Committee on Renovation under
the chairmanship of President Peirce are C. C. Bolton of Cleveland; Charles B. Raymond, nee president of the B. F. Goodrich Co. Akron; Earl D.
Babst, president of the American Sugar Refining
Company, New York, and Albert C. Whitaker,
Co., Wheeling,
president of the Whitaker-Glessne- r
oak-panell-

ed

W. Va.

The firm of Ronan and Ingleson of Columbus
have been retained as architects and construction
engineers.
This operation will realize the fourth
item on the building program laid out to commemorate the Centennial of Kenyon, celebrated in 1924.

SPRING
SUITS, TOPCOATS, HATS

INQUIRE AT
THE COMMONS SHOP
COLLEGE OF LAW

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
(Cincinnati Law School)
Announces the opening of its ninety-fiftyear
SEPTEMBER 26, 1927.
For catalogue and other information address
SECRETARY, COLLEGE OF LAW,
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
h

THE KEN YON
The United Shoe Repairing Company's
experts, after repeated tests, awarded
this shop the

ASSEMBLY MEETING
Football Letters

The first Assembly Meeting o the
second semester of the school year
was held on February 14. The business of the evening was to award
honors for service on the football
field to men who had won them.
Letters were awarded to McClain,
Ohio
Van Epps, Hovorka, Young, Rowe,
Zweigle, Eberth, Worley, Dempsey,
Newhouse,
Cunningham.
Bissell,
Puffenberger, Norris, and "Manager
Ks" to Arndt and Thomas.
Sweaters were given those of the
men listed above who had either just
won their first Letter, or were Seniors and had played for their last
time. These men were: Arndt, Bissell, Cunningham, Eberth, McClain,
Norris, Rowe, Thomas, Van Epps,
Worley, and Zweigle.
Gold footballs were awarded to the
men who were "three letter men,"
or who had played on the Varsity
for three years. McClain, Norris.
Rowe, VanEpps, and Worley were
the men thus honored.
Freshman numerals were given to:
Bohnengel, W. Cott, Davis, Hulman,
Kinsell, Knecht, McElroy, Robinson,
Sibbald, G. Smith, Sprankle, Stahl,
Stickle, Templeton, Updegraff, and
Brown. Freshman Managers Fang-bone- r,
Jones, and Douglas also received

It remains here just as long as our
work meets their high standards.

GARBER

West of Vine Theater on
South Mulberry Street
Mt. Vernon,

Page Eleven

FRANK I , YOUNG, JEWELER

Awarded

OFFICIAL AWARD OF MERIT

M.

COLLEGIAN

Victor Records

Watch Repairing
Fountain Pens
Optical Service

Complete
11

South Main Street

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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SHOE REPAIRING

THE BAKERY

LUMAN VERNON
Closed Car Taxi

Good Things To Eat

"Say It with
Flowers"
from

SHARP'S
FLOWER STORE

them.

Phone

89.3

A. G. SCOTT

Short

Groceries
Merchandise
General
College Views

Dry Goods

S.

Ohio

R. DOOLITTLE
General
Merchandise

Student's Supplies
Felber's Cakes and Crackers,
Fancy Chocolates
Kenyon Views
Chase Ave.

Cigarettes

Gambier. Ohio

Meeting Held Completed
Bridge and Supper

By

Dr. and
Mrs. Lord entertained the
Science Club at bridge on Wednesday
evening, February 9th. The bridge
was preceeded by a short business
meeting of the club at which petitions
for membership were read. The ev
ening was then given over to progres
sive bridge, with Drs. Lord, Redditt,
Allen, Walton, Johnson and Coulson
representing the Faculty. Mrs. West
and Mrs. Walton assisted Mrs. Lord in
serving a most delicious supper. The
few fortunate members of the club
who remained after the departure of
the others had an opportunity to show
their versatility with dish towels and
to do away with the eminent chocolate
cake baked by Mrs. Lord.

Harcourt Gives Dance

HARRY STOYLE
TO RUN BAKERY

Geo Evans
itaita iiBiiKi!KiiBiiaiEaiLHiiaiLaiiaiiaiiaiiBiiBEivViH

Junior class at Harcourt
entertained with their regu
dance, Saturday even-nglar mid-yeFebruary 2 6, in the school par
lors.
Miss Ida Mae 'Specht, of Youngs- town, who is president of the class,
received the guests, many of whom
were Kenyon students. The whole evening was most delightful and the
junior class should be congratulated
on its decorative ability.
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M. HYMAN

Cigars

Cigarettes
Smoking Supplies

South Main Street

Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Milk
Butter
Ice Cream
Health and strength come from the liberal use of
dairy products.
In proportion to the food value contained,
are the lowest priced foods.

dairy-product-

s

JEWELL ICE CREAM and MILK CO.
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The
school

When we return to the Hill after
the Easter vacation, the Bakery will
he under new management. The five-yelease under which George Evans and Mert Jacobs have been operating expires on April 19. Harry
Stoyle, owner of the property, who
ran the Bakery for years, will again
take over the business. Mr. Stoyle is
a friend to many alumni of the College, having been in the restaurant
business in Gambier for years. At the
time that Dr. Peirce came to Kenyon
as President most of the men ate at
Stoyle's restaurant, which stood on
the corner where Jenkins' store Is
now located.
George and Mert have not decided
what they will do, although both expect to remain in Gambier. We hope
that they will; they have many
friends in College.

Mert Jacobs

Mount Vernon, Ohio

Junior Class Entertains Royally

Present Ijease Expires April 19

and Tobaccos

Jewell's Ice Cream

MRS. LORD HOSTESS
TO SCIENCE CLUB

Mt. Vernon. Ohio

Gambier,

Cigars

i

Service at All Times

f
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MARDIS MUSIC STORE

I

Home of Victor and Brunswick

I

ALWAYS THE LATEST RECORDS
West Side Public Square

1

Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Northwestern. Women
Tired of "Sops"
Radiola
Evanston,
vice).

111.

(By New Student Ser-

Women at Northwestern University
are tired of having the minor offices
thrown to them as sops. They are going out to wrest control of campus
of
politics from the men. Twenty-siuniversity sororities
the twenty-sevehave banded together to fight the fraternities, which, they charge, control
all elections.
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Service and Accessories for all makes
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Nine, Most Philosophy Students, End
Life Since January 2nd.
By New Student

With the suicide

Leads the

$2,090.00

freshman at James Milliken University (Illinois) declared to his
room-mat- e
the night before Irs
death, "If I flunk out, I won't care
to live. I'll never be able to go back
home to face my parents."
As in the Leopold and Loeb
and other instances of unusual undergraduate behavior, many are engaged in adorning the moral to thU
student suicide epidemic:
The students lacked faith in the
hereafter, in "the present belief in
God, in the dignity of life," says
President Daniel D. Marsh, Boston
University. "It is no wonder students
commit suicide," Bernard Iddings
Bell, president of St. Stephen's College, commented.
"Knowledge and knowledge alone
is almost certain to remove from
man that courage which results
from ignorance without substituting anything for it. Cowardice is
the besetting sin of our modern life.
To be brave one must believe iii
Too much
education
something.
takes away belief in love and hope,
the ruling forces of the universe
Those who believe in nothing become
the slaves of everything. If education is to be defined as the accommodation of man to his environment then it is. more of a curse th:m
a blessing."
A poor sense of balance resulting
from lack of worldly experience is
the base of most of these student sui
cides, is the opinion of President
Mark Penney of James Milliken Uni
versity.
A crisis appears which distorts the vision and destroys the ability to see the relation of the present
circumstances to the future. With a
larger experience in life, the students
would see such a failure as a mere
incident."
More in consonance with the facts
is the opinin of Dr. Charles A. A.
Bennett, professor of philosophy at
Yale University. "I firmly believe
each of the cases was an individual
case," he is reported to have said,
"the outcome of personal troubles or
infirmities of which persons removed
from the case cannot possibly be
aware. I certainly do not believe
there is any general attitude among
young American students that would
account for a number of deaths
such as these."
ea-e-

J. E. WARD
&SON
306 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Pro-Mote-

Directors Elect Veteran Official and
Safety Expert To Vice Presidency

AND SO IT GOES

"You boys don't know what college is! Now, when I was in school,
back in the eighties, we went to college! No radiators for us! We had to
split our wood and light our own, fires
in the morning. Every time we decided to wash our faces we had to
fetch our water from the pump. And
Egypt O, Egypt, Egypt, what a flow
of memories you recall. There wasn't
any porcelain in those days, son! And
many a year we stayed on the Hill for
a whole semester without scudding
away to all part of the country every
week-end- .
Why, a trip to Mt. Vernon
was a journey, and now your autos
etc.
'30, (Meekly)
"Yes, sir."
'90
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Mothers Day
CANDY

PERMANENT
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DISPLAY

NOW.

KENYOX
COMMOXS
SHOP

We send it to Her.

$7

Heckler

mervs Shoes

Pharmacy

MO. U.S. FAT. OFF.
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Stores tn New York, Brooklyn, Newmrk
and Philadelphia "5? Address for Mail
Orders, 10,1 Hudson at, New York City
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W. B BROWN

JEWELER

,

102

Mount Vernon, Ohio

South Main Street

CORNELL and GREGORY

.

d
L. II. Burnett, '94
By Carnegie Steel

Mr. L. H. Burnett, Kenyon Military
Academy and Kenyon, '94 has recently
been elected a Vice President of the
Carnegie Steel Company. Mr. Burnett,
a graduate of the Columbia Law School
has been associated with the steel industry 25 years, starting as a clerk to
the solicitor of the company in September, 1901. He is a member of the
Alpha Delta Phi and Phi Delta Phi
(law) fraternities, Masonic bodies and
is active in the affairs of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the Redeemer,
as well as a number of clubs.

INCOR-POHAII-

ar

18 Body Designs

-

Order Your

of J. Morgan

sophoJr., twenty-year-ol- d
Derr,
more at the University of Rochester,
the total of student suicides since
January 2nd reaches nine. Despondency over ill health and dissatisfacextion with his marks in mid-yeaminations caused Derr to end his
life, according to J. Morgan Derr,
Sr.
This suicide is closely linked with
the first of the series, that of Rigby
Wile on January 2nd, as Derr and
Wile were fraternity brothers and
close chums. Rigby Wile was son of
Dr. Ira S. Wile, director of the Mt.
Sinai Hospital mental clinic in New
York.
Various reasons have been left by
the student suicides. Wile left a no'.e
declaring that he had read all tlu
philosophies, that he "couldn't see
any use in life." Another killed himself in order to report to his fraternity brother the phenomenon of the
spirit world. Another, a twenty-yea--ol- d

World in
Motor Car
Value

$885.00
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STUDENT SUICIDES

JEWELERS
13

West llifrh Street

Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Study Lamps

!::l

FOR

Lamp Shades

ANYTHING ELECTRICAL
SEE
GEO. KXEOIIT,

"...

Jr.

Room 57

Ilaniia Hall

Appliances

Radio
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REPRINT ORDERS

I

Given Prompt Attention

I

TIN KEY'S STUDIO
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

I
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We Rely On Low Prices To Win
On Quality To Retain It.

PITKIN'S PROVISION STORE

I
1

Trade

Phone

114-11- 5

135-13- 7

S. Main

Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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